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Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. Existing meth-

ods for continuous, noninvasive blood pressure monitoring suffer from poor

accuracy, uncomfortable form factors, or a need for frequent calibration, lim-

iting their adoption. We introduce a new framework for continuous BP mea-

surement that is noninvasive and calibration-free. The method uses acous-5

tic stimulation to induce resonance of the artery wall. Ultrasound imaging

is used to measure resonance and capture arterial dimensions which are re-

lated to blood pressure via a fully-determined physical model. The approach

and model are validated in vitro using arterial mock-ups and then in multi-

ple arteries in human subjects. Further development could facilitate more10
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robust continuous blood pressure measurement, providing significant benefits

for early diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease.

Introduction

Blood pressure (BP) is a critical metric for clinicians when assessing patient health, and as such,

continuous, noninvasive measurement has been of long-term interest to the scientific and clin-15

ical communities. In an artificial system, fluid pressure would normally be assessed by simply

placing a pressure transducer inside the vessel of interest. A similar approach can be applied

to human arteries by inserting an arterial catheter, which produces continuous and accurate BP

measurements. These continuous waveforms provide significant clinical value which cannot be

obtained solely from maximum (systolic) and minimum (diastolic) BP values, including diag-20

nosis of conditions such as aortic stenosis and valve insufficiency (1), measurement of cardiac

efficiency (2), and early identification of hypotensive crises (3). However, arterial catheteri-

zation is an invasive procedure which is time consuming and carries risks of pain, infection,

hemorrhage, and ischemia (4). As a result, it is typically only performed in critical care units

and operating rooms. In all other situations, BP is measured using an inflatable arm cuff, which25

operates by applying external pressure until the artery collapses (i.e., blood flow stops), and

the measurement is taken when pressure is gradually released and blood flow resumes. While

these cuffs are noninvasive, they only provide intermittent and often inaccurate measurements

compared to measurements from invasive catheters (5–7), and repeated cuff inflation can cause

significant discomfort for patients (8).30

The shortcomings of inflatable BP cuffs have inspired the development of numerous contin-

uous, noninvasive BP (cNIBP) measurement techniques based on a variety of physical signals

and phenomena (9). These include measurement of fingertip blood perfusion (volume clamp-

ing) (10), pressure signals at the surface of the skin (tonometry) (11, 12), light reflectance from
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blood (photoplethysmography) (13), electrical conductivity of blood (bioimpedance) (14), pres-35

sure wave velocity (pulse transit time) (15), reactive forces from cardiac ejection (ballistocar-

diography) (16), and blood velocity (Doppler ultrasound) (17–21). However, most of these

methods require calibration against an inflatable cuff which must be repeated regularly due to

dynamic change in BP and arterial physiology (22, 23). Methods that do not require calibra-

tion carry drawbacks such as periodic data blackouts (24) or reliance on “black-box” machine40

learning techniques that may overfit the demographics of the underlying dataset (Table S1 and

Supplementary Text 2.1) (25). These constraints significantly limit the ability of these meth-

ods to report accurate blood pressure in dynamic conditions such as those found in critically ill

patients, where vital signs can rapidly change.

Here, we present a new method for cNIBP measurement based on the phenomenon of res-45

onance sonomanometry (RSM) (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). With this method, the artery is stimulated

by an acoustic transducer while its resonant response and dimensions are simultaneously mea-

sured using ultrasound imaging (Fig. 1A, B). Our motivation comes from the tuning of a guitar

string: change the tension in a string, and its resonant tone changes proportionally to tension

applied. By plucking the string and measuring the resonant frequency, this relationship can be50

inverted to calculate the absolute tension applied. We extend this analysis to the circumference

of the artery (Fig. 1C). Circumferential wall tension is directly related to fluid pressure inside

the artery per Laplace’s law, and the specific value of tension can be inferred from the artery’s

dimensions and resonant frequency. This pressure-resonance relationship is the unique, defin-

ing characteristic of the method: applying acoustic stimulus allows determination of the artery’s55

resonant frequency, exposing sufficient information for determination of absolute pressure in an

arterial system. This frequency information removes the need for any calibration or external

reference.

This model is validated through measurements of an arterial mock-up over a physiologically
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relevant range of pressures and dimensions. We then show through initial human tests that60

resonance can be stimulated and can be used to generate BP waveforms on central (carotid)

and peripheral (axillary, brachial, and femoral) arteries. These measurements show that the

resonance predicted by the physical model not only persists in much more complex in vivo

systems, but also that the method produces data with high time resolution, providing continuous,

calibration-free measurements of the full absolute (not relative) BP waveform.65

Background on the physical model

The physical model draws from two disparate lines of analysis: one from aerospace engineering

and the other from biomechanics. The first set of analyses deals with the acoustic resonance

modes in thin-walled cylindrical shells for large-scale industrial applications such as fuel tanks

and pipelines (26). The second set of analyses examines the dynamics of in vivo arterial walls by70

modeling them as long, thin-walled cylindrical shells and using structural and fluid mechanics

to calculate how these shells respond to changes in pressure (27, 28). While these two lines

of analysis share fundamental commonalities and assumptions, no work has combined them to

create a model of the resonant modes in pressurized arteries. Furthermore, all of these analyses

focus on deriving expected responses based on a known applied pressure. By combining and75

inverting these relationships, we demonstrate that it is possible to calculate in vivo arterial blood

pressure from measurements of a vessel’s resonant response.

In order to extend the analysis of inanimate objects (26) to the in vivo context, we used

additional mechanical analyses to account for various physical complexities inherent to living

systems. These included the presence of a pressurized fluid inside the artery (29) and inertial80

damping due to fluid mass inside and outside the artery (30, 31). Furthermore, we integrated

established biomechanical analyses to account for effects such as the significant distention of

the artery as pressure changes and the nonlinear character of its elasticity (27, 28).

4
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Results

Physical model and direct calculation of pressure85

Arteries are modeled as an elastic, thin-walled tube; the interior is filled with a fluid (blood) un-

der pressure (with or without flow), and this tube is fixed in a surrounding fluid. We analyze this

system and find that the final relation for calculating blood pressure (P ) depends on seven pa-

rameters: a (artery radius to the center of the wall), h (artery wall thickness), f (artery resonant

frequency in Hz), E (arterial wall Young’s modulus), ν (arterial wall Poisson ratio), ρS (arterial90

wall density), and ρL (density of fluid surrounding the artery). The first two parameters are com-

monly measured today using ultrasound imaging, while the last three are nominally consistent

across individuals and are estimated from the IT’IS material database for human tissues (32),

leaving f and E as the remaining parameters to be determined. f is calculated by fitting our

measured frequency response, and E is calculated using the relation E = (a2/h)dP
da

, obtained95

from the Moens-Korteweg and Bramwell-Hill equations (17) (Fig. S2, Table S2, Supplemen-

tary Text 2.2). The full pressure equation is given in Equation 1 (see Materials and Methods for

more on the physical model):

P =
9α4 − 5 (3α + α3)D + 3D2

−4(9α− α3) + 12D
E (1)

∼ ρa2f 2 (2)100

where

α = h/a (3)

D = 4π2(1− ν2)
ρa2f 2

E
(4)

ρ = αρS +
4

5
ρL (5)

In these equations, α and D are dimensionless thickness and frequency parameters and ρ105
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has units of mass density per unit volume. Equation 1 represents the inverted equation for

pressure using the dominant frequency mode, while Equation 2 describes the system’s leading-

order scaling. These relationships are applicable in the limit when the shell is thin-walled (i.e.,

h ≪ a, α ≪ 1). In particular, the P ∼ f 2 scaling relation aligns with our intuition from the

guitar string and is further substantiated by the sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Text 2.3);110

as blood pressure (and therefore wall tension) increases, so too does the resonant tone of the

artery.

Validation of physical model in arterial mock-ups

We first validated the pressure-resonance relationship in vitro using a custom device that com-

bined ultrasound imaging and acoustic stimulation (Fig. 1B). We examined resonance in a long,115

cylindrical arterial mock-up (arterial imaging phantom) fabricated from thin-walled rubber tub-

ing (Fig. 2A, B). First, we confirmed the presence of the resonance predicted by our model. We

inflated the tubing with 75 mmHg of pressure, which is a clinically useful value and swept an

acoustic stimulus across a wide range of frequencies while imaging the tubing with ultrasound

(Fig. 2C). There were two prominent features in the measured frequency response that are char-120

acteristic of resonance: a large spike in magnitude space and a sigmoidal phase response with

height π radians, both centered at the same frequency. The presence and sharpness of these

features indicated that circumferential resonance was successfully stimulated and measured.

Next, we verified the predicted leading order behavior of this resonance: an increase in

pressure predicts an increase in resonant frequency. The mock-up was inflated to five internal125

pressures ranging from between 95-135 mmHg and an acoustic stimulus was swept across a

wide range of frequencies while imaging the tubing with ultrasound (Fig. 2D). To determine

the frequency of the resonant peak with precision beyond the 10 Hz granularity of our sweep,

we applied the Vector Fitting algorithm, which identifies a best fit for the underlying frequency

6
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dynamics of a system (33). We then measured the resonant frequency of two mock-ups with130

different diameters over a range of internal pressures (60-150 mmHg) (Fig. 3). We observed

that the resonant frequency increased as internal pressure was increased, in line with predictions

from the physical model.

We applied Equation 1 to predict pressure inside the mock-up based on our ultrasound-

derived observables. Radius and thickness of the mock-up were measured at each pressure by135

analyzing the ultrasound imagery. The elastic modulus of the mock-up’s wall was computed

by observing change in the pressure estimate versus the change in radius; this result was found

to be in good agreement with independent tensometer measurements. Fig. 3A contains several

pressure-frequency curves (different curve colors), demonstrating that the model correctly cap-

tures the effects of resonant frequency at different arterial dimensions. Fig. 3B depicts pressure140

as calculated by Equation 1 versus the gauge pressure; the inset plot shows the error between

the two. Across all measurements the mean error between the values calculated via the physics

model and the measured gauge pressure was -1.09 mmHg with a standard deviation of 1.98

mmHg.

Validation of physical model in humans145

While mock-ups allowed us to validate our model in a controlled setting, human arteries and

physiology are considerably more complex. BP in the human body is far from constant, rapidly

fluctuating from its peak at systole (systolic blood pressure, SBP) to the diastolic minimum

(diastolic blood pressure, DBP) over a single heartbeat. Additionally, artery walls are not sim-

ple elastic membranes free-floating in a homogenous medium; they are made up of multiple150

anisotropic layers and are embedded in other tissues. To determine whether arterial resonance

persists in vivo, we applied this methodology on the carotid artery in the neck.

A representative frequency response from a human carotid artery using acoustic stimulation

7
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is shown in Fig. 4A-D. Not only did the expected resonant behavior exist in vivo, but we were

also able to resolve variations in this behavior over the course of the cardiac cycle. Arterial di-155

mensions were estimated from feature detection and tracking in the B-mode imagery (Fig. S3).

To reduce noise, raw radius and wall velocity estimates were combined using a linear Kalman

filter to produce more consistent radius measurements. Raw pressure values were calculated at a

rate of 200 Hz and then smoothed with a 20 Hz lowpass filter to produce final outputs. Acoustic

stimulus was provided by a repeating, multi-frequency waveform with a 50 millisecond period160

(equivalent to 20 Hz).

We successfully applied the method to the carotid artery (Fig. 5A, Movie S1) as well as

several peripheral sites: the axillary (Fig. 5C), brachial (Fig. 5E) and femoral (Fig. 5G). VRR

was stimulated and observed across all four artery sites; the resonant frequencies in Fig. 5B,

D, F, and H (for the carotid, axillary, brachial, and femoral, respectively) vary throughout the165

cardiac cycle synchronously with the corresponding arterial radius measurements. At all four

sites, the method produced blood pressure measurements in a single subject that were broadly

in line with those obtained from an oscillometric cuff. Consistent with the physical model,

the narrower cross-section of the brachial artery induces higher resonance frequencies (450-

550 Hz) compared to those in the larger femoral and carotid arteries (∼270-350 Hz). For all170

measurements, the fitted resonant frequency was found to increase with the BP during systole,

and then decrease again with diastole, synchronous to pulsation in arterial radius (Fig. 5B, D,

F, and H) and consistent with the model.

Additional preliminary testing was conducted on the carotid arteries of six human subjects,

revealing similar frequency responses to the audio stimulus. We find that the new method175

successfully captures complete blood pressure waveforms in all six subjects, across genders

and a small set of ages (Table S3). Fig. 6 shows continuous blood pressure waveforms in five

second windows from all six subjects. Comparison of an intermittent BP cuff measurement to

8
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a continuous measurement is likely to have greater error due to respiratory variation (Fig. 6G).

Critically, unlike the BP cuff, this method is not constrained to just measurements of systolic or180

diastolic pressure.

Because the device was designed specifically for larger vessels (e.g., carotid), device con-

trast was not sufficient for consistent imaging of smaller vessels (e.g., brachial, radial). The

comparison of carotid artery BP to a brachial BP cuff does not allow for comparison of SBP

directly due to pulse amplification in peripheral vessels (34, 35). Consequently, the primary185

metric for comparison in this study is the DBP. The SBP values were significantly different

(p<0.001), as expected for measurement on a central versus peripheral arterial site; however,

the DBP was not significantly different (p=0.54) (Fig. 7).

Discussion

In this study, we have demonstrated that VRR is a physical phenomenon predicted by classical190

mechanics and can be applied to the continuous measurement of BP in human arteries. Previous

studies have demonstrated that ultrasound-based techniques can determine relative changes in

BP, but passive ultrasound imaging alone is insufficient to establish an absolute baseline for

pressure (17–21, 36). By perturbing the system with an acoustic stimulus, the method can

obtain absolute BP without calibration to a reference device. Aside from measurements of SBP195

and DBP, the method is also able to obtain BP on a 50 millisecond basis, capturing the shape

of the full BP waveform. This waveform can yield significant information that is not available

from cuff measurements (1–3, 37).

We first validated the physical model in vitro using simple mock arteries where the material

properties and dimensions could be controlled and verified. The model predicted pressures in200

agreement with the control pressure over a biologically relevant pressure range. Furthermore,

we found that the model compensated for creep caused by stress-relaxation in both mock arter-

9
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ies, indicating that the model correctly accounts for changes in arterial radius versus resonant

frequency.

We then successfully stimulated and detected VRR in vivo in four different arteries of a205

human subject and produced BP measurements consistent with those from a BP cuff. These

results suggest that measuring continuous BP using this approach extends to other arteries and is

not necessarily limited by size or location. A good qualitative agreement was observed between

the device measurements (e.g., brachial) and those obtained from the BP cuff. Measurements

obtained at the carotid artery return lower systolic values than the BP cuff, which is consistent210

with the carotid artery being located more centrally than the brachial artery. Second, our method

is able to detect the modest low frequency variations (∼0.1 Hz) in BP associated with the

subject’s respiration.

We focused on the carotid artery for the majority of our in vivo tests, as the carotid is a

comparatively large and superficial vessel, making ultrasound measurements simpler to obtain,215

allowing us to evaluate the validity of the physical model more readily. Additionally, nonin-

vasive measurements of central arterial pressure have significant scientific and clinical inter-

est (2,38–42) and are simply not possible with other popular methods such as volume clamping

or photoplethysmography. Since the carotid is more central than arteries targeted by oscillomet-

ric cuffs (brachial artery in the upper arm) or arterial catheters (most often the radial artery in220

the wrist or femoral artery near the groin (43)), simple and noninvasive pressure measurements

in the carotid could provide more insight for clinicians into the progression of cardiovascular

disease.

A sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Text 2.3) was conducted in order to assess for poten-

tial sources of error, which identified frequency and radius as leading order terms with a scaling225

comparable to Equation 2. Although the stimulus is in the audio frequency range, transmission

is coupled to the skin; thus, external audio stimuli (e.g., from ambient conversation) has no

10
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effect on extracting resonant frequency (Supplementary Text 2.4). Further, the Vector Fitting

approach has been previously shown to be robust for identifying resonant frequency (33). In

contrast, radius is likely a significant source of error in the present implementation due to the230

positioning (along the length of the artery instead of across) of the manually operated prototype

device. However, minor disagreements with the cuff such as is seen in Fig. 6F (blue curve ver-

sus dashed lines) may actually indicate physiological changes in this individual’s cNIBP trace

as a consequence of e.g., relaxation or respiration, demonstrating the power of the approach to

show subtle variation in SBP and DBP in time not achievable by the cuff alone. Unlike the VRR235

approach, the reference method-based result plotted in the same figure (black curve) is forced

into a potentially biased blood pressure range enforced by the cuff as a standard (44,45). Future

device implementations targeting more peripheral arteries (e.g. radial) will allow us to directly

assess and validate similar BP fluctuations, ideally using the continuous gold standard arterial

catheter as a reference.240

A major strength of this method lies in the small number of observables required: arte-

rial radius, thickness, and resonant frequency. The BP output is determined by utilizing these

observables in real-time, without cuff information, prior training data, or any input of demo-

graphic information (e.g., BMI, age, gender, etc.). The findings also demonstrate that unlike

other methods, VRR is not limited to a single peripheral artery but can be used in both central245

and peripheral arteries and is likely available to any artery visible by ultrasound. Because the

application of this approach is straightforward and based on directly observable characteristics,

integration of this method into wearable devices could one day make continuous BP waveform

information widely and easily accessible.
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Figure 1: Acoustic stimulation paired with ultrasound imaging reveals resonance proper-
ties of an artery. (A) Device placement to measure blood pressure in the carotid artery. (B)
Illustration of device operation: Ultrasound (gray probe) is used to generate images of the artery
(bottom). The device provides acoustic stimulus via moving-coil drivers (black boxes) which
induce arterial response. (C) Illustration of vascular resonance response (VRR). If the frequency
of the stimulus aligns with the resonant frequency of the artery, the artery’s cross-section os-
cillates between two forms (middle-left and middle-right), exaggerated for clarity. The top and
bottom walls of the artery move relative to the ultrasound probe (motion toward and away from
the probe are indicated as blue and red, respectively), which is captured by ultrasound imaging.
Differential velocity of the walls (top velocity minus bottom velocity) is calculated. Compar-
ing differential wall velocities over a range of stimulus frequencies enables identification of the
resonant frequency.
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Figure 2: Resonance response in artery mock-up. (A) Illustration of mock artery, showing
relative positioning of components. (B) System diagram, displaying connection between com-
ponents. Thin latex rubber tubing filled with water connects a syringe and a digital pressure
transducer. The syringe is depressed, increasing the pressure, and clamped once the desired
pressure is reached. The rubber tubing is placed in a bath of psyllium husk/water mixture,
which serves as a scattering medium to simulate surrounding tissue. (C) Magnitude (blue) and
phase (orange) response of an arterial mock-up inflated to 75 mmHg. Phase is measured relative
to stimulus. (D) Extending the measurements of magnitude (top) and phase (bottom) response
across multiple mock-up pressures. Raw data points are plotted (circles) as well as their best-fit
function provided by the Vector Fitting algorithm (33) (solid lines). Use of a fitting algorithm
allows precise determination of peak location below the granularity of the frequency sweep (10
Hz steps).
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Figure 3: Comparison of predictions from the physical model and in vitro measurements.
(A) Resonant frequency as a function of pressure, measured across two mock-ups with different
radii. Blue and red markers indicate experimental data for small and large tubing, respectively.
Dashed lines indicate predictions from the physical model. Data are separated by day as the
mock-up was stored pressurized overnight, resulting in the next day’s experiments having a
different zero-pressure diameter over the two different experiments. (B) Correlation between
prediction from the physical model using VRR and imaging data versus the measured (gauge)
pressure in the mock-up. Bottom right inset shows the deviations of the model pressure from the
measured pressure in the mock-up. Markers and error bars denote mean and standard deviation
of repeated trials (N=5 per data point).
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Figure 4: Excerpts of in vivo VRR from external audio-frequency stimulation data. (A)
and (B) show contour maps of the phase and magnitude response, respectively, as a function
of frequency over a 5-second window in a single subject. Solid black lines in these panels
indicate the fitted resonant frequency. (C) and (D) are magnitude and phase response plots
corresponding to time instances marked with the dashed red lines in panels A and B, with
darker shades of red corresponding to higher pressure.
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Figure 5: Comparison of predictions from the physical model and in vitro measurements.
Measurement in carotid, femoral, and brachial arteries in one subject. (A), (C), (E), (G)
Blood pressure waveforms (red) taken from four artery locations (carotid, axillary, brachial,
and femoral, respectively) in a single subject compared with SBP and DBP obtained from an
oscillometric cuff on the brachial artery (grey dashed lines). (B), (D), (F), (H) Measurements
of arterial radius (blue) and resonant frequency (orange) corresponding to the BP waveforms
in panels A, C, E, and G. (I) Diagram indicating the relative location of each artery. Note that
because the BP cuff can only measure SBP and DBP intermittently, the values are extrapolated
as constant values.
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Figure 6: Representative waveforms of carotid pressure. Excerpts of in vivo data from the
six subjects low-pass filtered at 25 Hz. Panels A-F correspond to excerpts from Subjects A-
F, respectively. Each panel shows 5 seconds of pressure waveforms calculated by the present
method, shown in blue, along with the reference systolic and diastolic pressures from the BP
cuff, shown in red dashed lines. Panel G shows a full 30 second time course of blood pressure
measurements, and the slow oscillatory behavior underlying the trace is consistent with the
variation in blood pressure seen when a subject (subject F) breathes in and out (∼ 2 breaths in
the 30 second window). For comparison, the extrapolated pressure waveform pressure predicted
by (36) is shown in solid black. Note that because the BP cuff can only measure SBP and DBP
intermittently, the values are extrapolated as constant values.
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Figure 7: In vivo measurement Results for carotid VRR versus brachial cuff in six subjects.
(A) displays combined statistical values for VRR versus BP cuff. Bland-Altman plots of DBP
(B) and SBP (C) for the carotid VRR to brachial cuff comparison.
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